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Free reading Blank paper doll template (Download
Only)
little lady her dog lucymixed media paper art dollspatterns printableslittle lady paper art dolls are our take on
the classic articulated paper dolls made popular in the late 1800 s the pattern book includes both full size
patterns and our easy peasy print cut make color printables to make up little lady her dog lucy and their outfits
accessories it s one pattern lots of ways use the patterns to make up your little lady paper art dolls and outfits in
paper or fabric or a combination of both we ve included lots of design options to get you started and to help
make the dolls truly your own including easy personalization paper dolls make great gifts we ve also included
loads of fun extras initial monograms initial appliques little lady wrist tags presentation storage folder with
name label paper doll stand alphabet garland printableslittle lady is available as both a print book and as digital
downloads kindle pdf easy print guides and conversion options are included with all formats kindle ebook 71
pagesprint book 84 pagesthe back sides of the printable pages in the print version have been left plain or blank
paper dolls fashion workshop offers budding fashionistas projects tips and expert instruction as they make their
own paper dolls and wardrobes paper dolls might seem the height of simplicity quaint but simple toys nothing
more but through the centuries paper figures have reflected religious and political beliefs notions of
womanhood motherhood and family the dictates of fashion approaches to education individual self image and
self esteem and ideas about death this book examines paper dolls and their symbolism from icons made by
priests in ancient china to printable kim kardashians on the internet to show how these ephemeral objects have
an enduring and sometimes surprising presence in history and culture two 8 cardboard cut out dolls and 58
outfits included fashion paper dolls for daughter or granddaughter great for girls ages 3 7 who will love this
paper doll book helps to develop communication and cooperation between you and your daughter or
granddaughter in addition this book helps practice manual dexterity with careful cutting around the outfits all
the clothes in this book were inspired by the biggest fashion brands great for storytelling and role playing
younger children may need the help to cut these dolls out dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is
a nice opportunity for fun family time with this fashion activity book you can feel like a fashion designer 3
paper dolls with many charming outfits wait for you to color cut and play dress up with them for adults paper
dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children while cutting out
will improve their scissor skills coloring the line art can help to find good color combinations and developing a
sense of style and design younger children may need help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are
not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children
together and collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on
paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing
motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication and cooperation between friends and family
playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time
spent playing with these paper dolls as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long
history and although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls these are modern fashion dolls collecting
these paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and design become one of their
passions from the colorful imagination of l hoerner comes this charming paper doll collection with over 100
fashions accessories and toys for 8 little girls and their pets brenda lee and her furry friend gurr dee annabella
and her cuddly cutie eloise katie did and her dainty darling dollie roni v and her cat julee june bug along with
her two westies wally and ollie krazy krissy and her lazy lamb lacy baby nickie and her pal shotzie ellie mae
and her big dog dot the scrapbook style pages are fun for viewing and playing kids and collectors alike will
enjoy these adorable paper pals inspired by a popular pbs series this collection features two dolls and 30
sumptuously detailed outfits from 1910 to the 1920s era original costumes include outfits for travel parties
theater and other activities 2 dolls model 33 outfits that span 50 years of british clothing styles for women
lavish costumes by laura ashley edward molyneaux mary quant vivienne westwood hardy amies and many
others drawn from the paper doll collection of the boston children s museum this volume reproduces in full
color two historic cut out paper dolls and 30 authentic and exquisite costumes the dolls and outfits were
originally published in the boston herald s sunday supplements during 1895 96 perforated for easy removal
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two reversible dolls represent a terrific variety of professions in the fields of science technology engineering
arts and mathematics thirty two colorful costumes include astronaut doctor architect chef many other
professions 4 paper dolls representing the vamp flapper the it girl and the girl next door come with 24
costumes also 4 costumed paper dolls represent stylish young men of the period a celebrated paper doll artist of
the 1930s queen holden created books adored by children and adults alike today her vintage dolls are
particularly prized by collectors this collection features two dolls a cherubic boy and girl with a wardrobe of
more than 30 outfits plus accessories meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys
and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and
more than 40 outfits with this coloring book you get to decide on the color of their outfits and create unique
wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you may also like their full colored paper dolls collections
paper doll lovers and coloring enthusiasts of all ages will find hours of entertainment with more than 40 pieces
of vintage style outfits if you want your creations to last longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to
card stock before cutting this book includes an extra copy of each of the outfits so you can try different colors
and combinations or have a back up in case of an error you made please be aware that these paper dolls require
careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make great
gifts for children younger children may need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not
perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children
together and collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can
learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on
paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing
motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication and cooperation between friends and family
playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time
spent playing with these paper dolls as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long
history and although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls
still most of their wardrobe pieces are vintage fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after
research each outfit may not be authentic for that time period although there are many costumes and designer
fashions for vintage themed books it is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not exact
period costumes especially undergarments are more modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe
choices every new outfit from dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these
original dollys collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history
become one of their passions 2 dolls 30 elegant costumes sophisticated cocktail dresses lavish ball gowns
stunning casual wear and more by bill blass halston ungaro armani others a very special collection of paper dolls
by artists of today sponsored by the original paper doll artists guild opdag 22 paper dolls by 22 artists are shown
in full color representing a wide variety of subjects and fashion eras including children fashionable ladies
fanciful fairies brides cultural fashions and contemporary designs this impressive collaboration includes top
paper doll artists and newcomers johana anderton rebecca baier larry bassin ange boursiquot michel victor
gdanov marilyn henry judy m johnson sylvia kleindinst basia koenig brenda sneathen mattox mary mauritz
kwei lin lum judy mcdonald norma lu meehan dorte meiling nielsen pat scarbrough laura snow tom tierney
tere tronson sandra vanderpool david wolfe bobby wyckoff edited by opdag publisher jenny taliadoros 10 dolls
30 costumes single breasted suits cuffed slacks tuxedos for men ankle length dresses casual skirts jacket bobby
socks and saddle shoes for the ladies notes 16 plates six dolls bride and groom bridesmaid and groomsman flower
girl and ring bearer plus more than a dozen glittering outfits for the bride and bridesmaid includes play scene
on inside covers paper dolls with costumes representative of the clothes pets and toys for the dingle dell
characters between 1913 1925 and clothes from other countries for dolly dingle decorative arts with nostalgic
glances to the past and visionary gazes into the future lynne perrella and the contributing artists follow
inspiration rather than tradition to present dolls that are charismatic colorful and full of surprises technique
related details are provided in each chapter s details dossier where we are invited to go behind the scenes into
the artists studios take an up close and personal look to get the inside story on how the artists used paper and
other exciting mediums to create their dolls artists include nina bagley lesley riley judi riesch lynn whipple
teesha moore karen michel jane cather akira blount laurel hall and maria moya who expolore the human form
to create paper personas that are expressive innovative and insightful vivien leigh tough tender talented
beautiful irresistible willful a dynamic collection of contradictions with a face of angelic perfection like garbo
and dietrich she became a legend for her beauty in her own lifetime like davis and crawford she was a
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consummate actress born in darjeeling india nov 5 1913 she was christened vivian mary hartley after a leading
role on the london stage in the 1930s she was placed under contract by alexander korda and cast opposite the
young laurence olivier in fire over england 1937 three years later she became mrs olivier and was awarded
both the best actress oscar and the new york film critics award for her portrayal of scarlett o hara in gone with
the wind 1939 now with dover s newest paper doll collection you can recapture a part of shimmering magic
that marked miss leigh s entire career a vivien leigh figure and 28 costumes from a dozen films all in full color
on heavy stock provide an incredibly life like rendering of the enchanting actress these authentic brilliantly
colored ready to cut costumes by noted fashion illustrator tom tierney recall vivien in sidewalks of londonfire
over englandceasar and cleopatraa streetcar named desirethe deep blue seaa yank at oxfordgone with the
windthat hamilton womananna kareninathe roman spring of mrs stoneship of fools among the best loved books
of all time louise may alcott s little women has appealed to generations of readers this charming paper doll
collection recreates all four of the genial title characters featured in that literary classic here in full color are
practical meg tomboyish jo gentle beth and curly haired amy the four dolls can be dressed in 16 different mid
victorian outfits all based on scenes from the popular novel included are costumes for the celebrated christmas
play practical daytime wear consisting of capes shawls aprons and dresses and a bridal dress trimmed with
ruffles and lace for meg s wedding a delight for collectors and paper doll fans of all ages this wonderful
collection will also thrill readers who still have warm memories of alcott s timeless tale 10 dolls and 14
costumes based on the much loved musical come with two background settings perfect for a paper doll
production of the operetta or as a keepsake for gilbert and sullivan fans this delightful paper crafting book
provides hours of imaginative play with nostalgic color your own paper doll characters from favorite fairy tales
once upon a paper doll features 19 cardstock dolls to color cut out and dress up in 46 colorable outfits send
cinderella to the ball explore wonderland with alice and help little red riding hood escape the big bad wolf the
dolls and outfits also include inspiration from goldilocks and the three bears hansel and gretel sleeping beauty
snow white and rapunzel color them cut them out dress them up and start playing incredibly lifelike paper
doll with 31 accurate costumes from 24 films full color designs on heavy stock ready to be cut recall marilyn in
the asphalt jungle gentlemen prefer blondes and other red hot roles spanning the fifth through 19th centuries
this sumptuous collection features two dolls with 14 outfits that were inspired by the works of botticelli fra
angelico jan van eyck and aubrey beardsley historically accurate costumes each sprinkled with a touch of
glitter include german persian italian spanish american french and other styles introduced on a grand scale at
the 1925 paris international exposition the new art deco style expressed modernity and new technologies that
were changing the world in the realm of fashion it was the new chic representing glamour luxury and a sleek
style tom tierney captures fashion highlights from that period in this spectacular paper doll review two dolls
and 28 costumes focus on an array of dramatic creations by outstanding designers of the early twentieth
century included are a fur trimmed cloak with an abstract modern design by paul poiret a tightly pleated and
richly colored gown by mariano fortuny helen dryden s day dress in stark zebra stripes a daring two piece
knit swimsuit featuring a bare midriff as well as dramatic designs by sonia delaunay jeanne lanvin coco chanel
and other noted designers an additional page features hats of the period everything from an exotic poiret
turban to schiaparelli s novel shoe hat an exciting display of elegant style and cool sophistication this collection
will not only delight paper doll fans but will also thrill collectors and devotees of art deco bring the roaring
twenties to life with jay gatsby daisy buchanan and more characters and fashion from the great gatsby in this
collectible paper doll book 11 dolls model 30 costumes worn in lavish musical extravaganzas figures of anna
held helen morgan billie burke marilyn miller and other stars 4 charming little ladies of the victorian era come
with wardrobes for every season and all hours of the day perky pinafores ruffled dresses cloaks shawls and
more 48 stickers this fantastic colouring book is a perfect gift for kids and teens ages 7 12 who love fashion
young fashionistas could color cut out and try the 56 gowns and dresses on two beautiful paper doll models all
the clothes are appropriate for young kids and the fashion paper models are made using standard human body
proportions this book is one of eight books in the cut out paper dolls series scroll up and click on the link to
discover more books you can order a few and save on shipping or choose the one you like the most paper dolls
fans and history buffs will treasure this collection featuring one of the world s most famous and fascinating
couples figures of napoleon and his empress josephine are accompanied by lavish costumes for their wedding
coronation and other important occasions 2 costumed dolls 14 additional costumes 10 dolls 37 costumes recall
american fashions at the beginning of the century through wwi dresses sportswear military attire wedding
fashions children s styles more introduction descriptive notes star studded collection of youthful film celebrities
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including such fresh faced innocents as deanna durbin jackie cooper and freddie bartholomew the precocious
and versatile mickey rooney shirley temple the sensational curly haired moppet the incredibly gifted judy
garland as well as margaret o brien natalie wood elizabeth taylor macaulay culkin and six other captivating
performers a treasure for paper doll enthusiasts and movie fans alike 16 costumed dolls each accompanied by
two additional outfits pavlova nijinsky the russian dance virtuosi who created the ballet superstar here they
are elegantly captured in the form of 2 paper dolls with 30 costumes from their roles paper dolls faithful
facsimiles costumes rendered from benois bakst paquin originals dances dates full color delight for collector
dance lover eleven dolls modeling 32 costumes celebrate a half century of lovely first ladies shimmering
inaugural gowns classic day wear and casual outfits for everyone including mamie eisenhower jackie kennedy
ladybird johnson pat nixon betty ford rosalynn carter nancy reagan barbara bush hillary clinton laura bush and
michelle obama with this fashion activity book you can feel like a fashion designer 3 paper dolls with many
charming outfits wait for you to color cut and play dress up with them for adults paper dolls may be a gateway
to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children while cutting out will improve their scissor
skills coloring the line art can help to find good color combinations and developing a sense of style and design
younger children may need help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however
this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and collections
of paper dolls have always passed down to younger generations new generations can learn a lot while playing
with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only
touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing
together also helps to develop communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes
hand in hand with storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with
these paper dolls as memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although
inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls these are modern fashion dolls collecting these paper dolls and
sharing them with children can also make fashion and design become one of their passions meet dolly polly
holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of
paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 30 outfits in 1910s styles of fashion this book
is a perfect gift for fashion historians fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or anyone
interested in 1900s please be aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls
may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may
need the help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice
opportunity for fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper dolls
have always passed down to younger generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper
dolls in a digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen
cutting these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to
develop communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with
storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as
memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique
and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are
vintage fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after research each outfit may not be
authentic for that time period although there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed
books it is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially
undergarments are more modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit
from dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these
paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is cutting out these dolls and
trying the outfits can have a great time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults talented artist norma lu meehan presents a special
collection of paper dolls depicting the influence of the art deco movement on fashion of the 20s and 30s three
sophisticated deco dolls model 25 outfits exemplifying the revolutionary cultural change that gave fashion a
streamlined modern vision designers such as coco chanel paul poiret madeleine vionnet and erte were inspired
by modern artists to create artistic apparel norma lu s superlative skill for meticulous rendering of textiles
beadwork and embroidery makes her new art deco paper doll book an historic treasure featuring authentic
vintage styles from the decorative arts museum in south bend indiana sixteen full color plates feature two dolls
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and a wonderful showcase of the young royals stunning clothes and accessories by dolce gabbana alexander
mcqueen jenny packham givenchy and other designers



Little Lady Paper ART Dolls 2020-06-16 little lady her dog lucymixed media paper art dollspatterns
printableslittle lady paper art dolls are our take on the classic articulated paper dolls made popular in the late
1800 s the pattern book includes both full size patterns and our easy peasy print cut make color printables to
make up little lady her dog lucy and their outfits accessories it s one pattern lots of ways use the patterns to
make up your little lady paper art dolls and outfits in paper or fabric or a combination of both we ve included
lots of design options to get you started and to help make the dolls truly your own including easy
personalization paper dolls make great gifts we ve also included loads of fun extras initial monograms initial
appliques little lady wrist tags presentation storage folder with name label paper doll stand alphabet garland
printableslittle lady is available as both a print book and as digital downloads kindle pdf easy print guides and
conversion options are included with all formats kindle ebook 71 pagesprint book 84 pagesthe back sides of the
printable pages in the print version have been left plain or blank
Paper Dolls Fashion Workshop 2016-11-14 paper dolls fashion workshop offers budding fashionistas projects tips
and expert instruction as they make their own paper dolls and wardrobes
Paper Dolls 2017-11-02 paper dolls might seem the height of simplicity quaint but simple toys nothing more
but through the centuries paper figures have reflected religious and political beliefs notions of womanhood
motherhood and family the dictates of fashion approaches to education individual self image and self esteem
and ideas about death this book examines paper dolls and their symbolism from icons made by priests in ancient
china to printable kim kardashians on the internet to show how these ephemeral objects have an enduring and
sometimes surprising presence in history and culture
Cut Out Paper Dolls 2020-09-16 two 8 cardboard cut out dolls and 58 outfits included fashion paper dolls for
daughter or granddaughter great for girls ages 3 7 who will love this paper doll book helps to develop
communication and cooperation between you and your daughter or granddaughter in addition this book helps
practice manual dexterity with careful cutting around the outfits all the clothes in this book were inspired by
the biggest fashion brands great for storytelling and role playing younger children may need the help to cut
these dolls out dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time
Color, Cut, Play Dress Up Paper Dolls, Fabulous Party 2021-04-04 with this fashion activity book you can feel
like a fashion designer 3 paper dolls with many charming outfits wait for you to color cut and play dress up
with them for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for
children while cutting out will improve their scissor skills coloring the line art can help to find good color
combinations and developing a sense of style and design younger children may need help to cut these dolls out
since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls
can bring adults and children together and collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger
generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up
games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional
way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication and
cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and
fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories full of creativity
and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls these
are modern fashion dolls collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and
design become one of their passions
Paper Pals Paper Dolls 2012-01-01 from the colorful imagination of l hoerner comes this charming paper doll
collection with over 100 fashions accessories and toys for 8 little girls and their pets brenda lee and her furry
friend gurr dee annabella and her cuddly cutie eloise katie did and her dainty darling dollie roni v and her cat
julee june bug along with her two westies wally and ollie krazy krissy and her lazy lamb lacy baby nickie and
her pal shotzie ellie mae and her big dog dot the scrapbook style pages are fun for viewing and playing kids
and collectors alike will enjoy these adorable paper pals
English Country Paper Dolls 2015-03-18 inspired by a popular pbs series this collection features two dolls and
30 sumptuously detailed outfits from 1910 to the 1920s era original costumes include outfits for travel parties
theater and other activities
British Fashion Designers Paper Dolls 2000-01-01 2 dolls model 33 outfits that span 50 years of british clothing
styles for women lavish costumes by laura ashley edward molyneaux mary quant vivienne westwood hardy
amies and many others
Antique Fashion Paper Dolls of the 1890s 1984-05 drawn from the paper doll collection of the boston children s



museum this volume reproduces in full color two historic cut out paper dolls and 30 authentic and exquisite
costumes the dolls and outfits were originally published in the boston herald s sunday supplements during
1895 96
Girl Power Paper Dolls 2018-02-15 perforated for easy removal two reversible dolls represent a terrific variety
of professions in the fields of science technology engineering arts and mathematics thirty two colorful costumes
include astronaut doctor architect chef many other professions
Roaring Twenties Paper Dolls 1992-10-01 4 paper dolls representing the vamp flapper the it girl and the girl
next door come with 24 costumes also 4 costumed paper dolls represent stylish young men of the period
Best Friends Paper Dolls 1985 a celebrated paper doll artist of the 1930s queen holden created books adored by
children and adults alike today her vintage dolls are particularly prized by collectors this collection features
two dolls a cherubic boy and girl with a wardrobe of more than 30 outfits plus accessories
Color, Cut, Dress Up 1930s Paper Dolls Coloring Book, Dollys and Friends Originals 2019-11-09 meet dolly polly
holly lolly jolly and molly new fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of
paper dolls with this book which has 3 paper dolls and more than 40 outfits with this coloring book you get to
decide on the color of their outfits and create unique wardrobe pieces if you like the coloring book version you
may also like their full colored paper dolls collections paper doll lovers and coloring enthusiasts of all ages will
find hours of entertainment with more than 40 pieces of vintage style outfits if you want your creations to last
longer color the outfit pages and then glue them to card stock before cutting this book includes an extra copy of
each of the outfits so you can try different colors and combinations or have a back up in case of an error you
made please be aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a
gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may need the
help to cut these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for
fun family time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper dolls have always
passed down to younger generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a
digital era where dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting
these dolls the traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with
storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as
memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique
and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are
vintage fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after research each outfit may not be
authentic for that time period although there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed
books it is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially
undergarments are more modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit
from dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these
paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
Great Fashion Designs of the Eighties Paper Dolls 1998-01-13 2 dolls 30 elegant costumes sophisticated cocktail
dresses lavish ball gowns stunning casual wear and more by bill blass halston ungaro armani others
Paper Doll Artists Gallery 2005-06-22 a very special collection of paper dolls by artists of today sponsored by the
original paper doll artists guild opdag 22 paper dolls by 22 artists are shown in full color representing a wide
variety of subjects and fashion eras including children fashionable ladies fanciful fairies brides cultural fashions
and contemporary designs this impressive collaboration includes top paper doll artists and newcomers johana
anderton rebecca baier larry bassin ange boursiquot michel victor gdanov marilyn henry judy m johnson
sylvia kleindinst basia koenig brenda sneathen mattox mary mauritz kwei lin lum judy mcdonald norma lu
meehan dorte meiling nielsen pat scarbrough laura snow tom tierney tere tronson sandra vanderpool david
wolfe bobby wyckoff edited by opdag publisher jenny taliadoros
American Family of the 1930s Paper Dolls in Full Color 1991-01-01 10 dolls 30 costumes single breasted suits
cuffed slacks tuxedos for men ankle length dresses casual skirts jacket bobby socks and saddle shoes for the
ladies notes 16 plates
Dream Wedding Paper Dolls with Glitter! 2016-05-18 six dolls bride and groom bridesmaid and groomsman
flower girl and ring bearer plus more than a dozen glittering outfits for the bride and bridesmaid includes play
scene on inside covers
Dolly Dingle Paper Dolls 1978-01-01 paper dolls with costumes representative of the clothes pets and toys for



the dingle dell characters between 1913 1925 and clothes from other countries for dolly dingle
Artful Paper Dolls 2009 decorative arts
Beyond Paper Dolls 2006 with nostalgic glances to the past and visionary gazes into the future lynne perrella
and the contributing artists follow inspiration rather than tradition to present dolls that are charismatic colorful
and full of surprises technique related details are provided in each chapter s details dossier where we are
invited to go behind the scenes into the artists studios take an up close and personal look to get the inside story
on how the artists used paper and other exciting mediums to create their dolls artists include nina bagley lesley
riley judi riesch lynn whipple teesha moore karen michel jane cather akira blount laurel hall and maria moya
who expolore the human form to create paper personas that are expressive innovative and insightful
Vivien Leigh Paper Dolls in Full Color 1981-12-01 vivien leigh tough tender talented beautiful irresistible
willful a dynamic collection of contradictions with a face of angelic perfection like garbo and dietrich she
became a legend for her beauty in her own lifetime like davis and crawford she was a consummate actress
born in darjeeling india nov 5 1913 she was christened vivian mary hartley after a leading role on the london
stage in the 1930s she was placed under contract by alexander korda and cast opposite the young laurence
olivier in fire over england 1937 three years later she became mrs olivier and was awarded both the best
actress oscar and the new york film critics award for her portrayal of scarlett o hara in gone with the wind
1939 now with dover s newest paper doll collection you can recapture a part of shimmering magic that
marked miss leigh s entire career a vivien leigh figure and 28 costumes from a dozen films all in full color on
heavy stock provide an incredibly life like rendering of the enchanting actress these authentic brilliantly
colored ready to cut costumes by noted fashion illustrator tom tierney recall vivien in sidewalks of londonfire
over englandceasar and cleopatraa streetcar named desirethe deep blue seaa yank at oxfordgone with the
windthat hamilton womananna kareninathe roman spring of mrs stoneship of fools
Little Women Paper Dolls 1994 among the best loved books of all time louise may alcott s little women has
appealed to generations of readers this charming paper doll collection recreates all four of the genial title
characters featured in that literary classic here in full color are practical meg tomboyish jo gentle beth and
curly haired amy the four dolls can be dressed in 16 different mid victorian outfits all based on scenes from the
popular novel included are costumes for the celebrated christmas play practical daytime wear consisting of
capes shawls aprons and dresses and a bridal dress trimmed with ruffles and lace for meg s wedding a delight
for collectors and paper doll fans of all ages this wonderful collection will also thrill readers who still have
warm memories of alcott s timeless tale
Mikado Paper Dolls 2003 10 dolls and 14 costumes based on the much loved musical come with two
background settings perfect for a paper doll production of the operetta or as a keepsake for gilbert and sullivan
fans
Once Upon a Paper Doll 2019-02-12 this delightful paper crafting book provides hours of imaginative play with
nostalgic color your own paper doll characters from favorite fairy tales once upon a paper doll features 19
cardstock dolls to color cut out and dress up in 46 colorable outfits send cinderella to the ball explore
wonderland with alice and help little red riding hood escape the big bad wolf the dolls and outfits also include
inspiration from goldilocks and the three bears hansel and gretel sleeping beauty snow white and rapunzel
color them cut them out dress them up and start playing
Marilyn Monroe Paper Dolls 1979 incredibly lifelike paper doll with 31 accurate costumes from 24 films full
color designs on heavy stock ready to be cut recall marilyn in the asphalt jungle gentlemen prefer blondes and
other red hot roles
Angels Paper Dolls 2010-11-18 spanning the fifth through 19th centuries this sumptuous collection features two
dolls with 14 outfits that were inspired by the works of botticelli fra angelico jan van eyck and aubrey
beardsley historically accurate costumes each sprinkled with a touch of glitter include german persian italian
spanish american french and other styles
Art Deco Fashions Paper Dolls 2005 introduced on a grand scale at the 1925 paris international exposition the
new art deco style expressed modernity and new technologies that were changing the world in the realm of
fashion it was the new chic representing glamour luxury and a sleek style tom tierney captures fashion
highlights from that period in this spectacular paper doll review two dolls and 28 costumes focus on an array of
dramatic creations by outstanding designers of the early twentieth century included are a fur trimmed cloak
with an abstract modern design by paul poiret a tightly pleated and richly colored gown by mariano fortuny
helen dryden s day dress in stark zebra stripes a daring two piece knit swimsuit featuring a bare midriff as



well as dramatic designs by sonia delaunay jeanne lanvin coco chanel and other noted designers an additional
page features hats of the period everything from an exotic poiret turban to schiaparelli s novel shoe hat an
exciting display of elegant style and cool sophistication this collection will not only delight paper doll fans but
will also thrill collectors and devotees of art deco
The Great Gatsby Paper Dolls 2021-02-17 bring the roaring twenties to life with jay gatsby daisy buchanan and
more characters and fashion from the great gatsby in this collectible paper doll book
Ziegfeld Girls Paper Dolls 2004-09-01 11 dolls model 30 costumes worn in lavish musical extravaganzas figures
of anna held helen morgan billie burke marilyn miller and other stars
Four Victorian Girls Sticker Paper Dolls 1996-09-01 4 charming little ladies of the victorian era come with
wardrobes for every season and all hours of the day perky pinafores ruffled dresses cloaks shawls and more 48
stickers
Cut Out Paper Dolls 2021-03-21 this fantastic colouring book is a perfect gift for kids and teens ages 7 12 who
love fashion young fashionistas could color cut out and try the 56 gowns and dresses on two beautiful paper doll
models all the clothes are appropriate for young kids and the fashion paper models are made using standard
human body proportions this book is one of eight books in the cut out paper dolls series scroll up and click on
the link to discover more books you can order a few and save on shipping or choose the one you like the most
Napoleon and Josephine Paper Dolls 2004-07-09 paper dolls fans and history buffs will treasure this collection
featuring one of the world s most famous and fascinating couples figures of napoleon and his empress josephine
are accompanied by lavish costumes for their wedding coronation and other important occasions 2 costumed
dolls 14 additional costumes
American Family of 1900-1920 Paper Dolls in Full Color 1992-01-09 10 dolls 37 costumes recall american
fashions at the beginning of the century through wwi dresses sportswear military attire wedding fashions
children s styles more introduction descriptive notes
Famous Child Stars Paper Dolls 2003-10-01 star studded collection of youthful film celebrities including such
fresh faced innocents as deanna durbin jackie cooper and freddie bartholomew the precocious and versatile
mickey rooney shirley temple the sensational curly haired moppet the incredibly gifted judy garland as well
as margaret o brien natalie wood elizabeth taylor macaulay culkin and six other captivating performers a
treasure for paper doll enthusiasts and movie fans alike 16 costumed dolls each accompanied by two additional
outfits
Pavlova and Nijinsky Paper Dolls in Full Color 1981-01-01 pavlova nijinsky the russian dance virtuosi who
created the ballet superstar here they are elegantly captured in the form of 2 paper dolls with 30 costumes
from their roles paper dolls faithful facsimiles costumes rendered from benois bakst paquin originals dances
dates full color delight for collector dance lover
Fashions of First Ladies Paper Dolls 2006-05-26 eleven dolls modeling 32 costumes celebrate a half century of
lovely first ladies shimmering inaugural gowns classic day wear and casual outfits for everyone including
mamie eisenhower jackie kennedy ladybird johnson pat nixon betty ford rosalynn carter nancy reagan barbara
bush hillary clinton laura bush and michelle obama
Color, Cut, Play Dress Up Paper Dolls, Vintage and Cute 2021-05-03 with this fashion activity book you can feel
like a fashion designer 3 paper dolls with many charming outfits wait for you to color cut and play dress up
with them for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to childhood memories but they also make great gifts for
children while cutting out will improve their scissor skills coloring the line art can help to find good color
combinations and developing a sense of style and design younger children may need help to cut these dolls out
since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time paper dolls
can bring adults and children together and collections of paper dolls have always passed down to younger
generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where dress up
games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the traditional
way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop communication and
cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with storytelling role playing and
fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as memories full of creativity
and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique and vintage paper dolls these
are modern fashion dolls collecting these paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and
design become one of their passions
Dollys and Friends Originals 1910s Paper Dolls 2020-07-18 meet dolly polly holly lolly jolly and molly new



fashion paper dolls dollys and friends you can begin creating your collection of paper dolls with this book
which has 3 paper dolls and more than 30 outfits in 1910s styles of fashion this book is a perfect gift for fashion
historians fashion enthusiasts costume history lovers paper doll collectors or anyone interested in 1900s please
be aware that these paper dolls require careful hand cutting for adults paper dolls may be a gateway to
childhood memories but they also make great gifts for children younger children may need the help to cut
these dolls out since the dolls and clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family
time paper dolls can bring adults and children together and collections of paper dolls have always passed down
to younger generations new generations can learn a lot while playing with paper dolls in a digital era where
dress up games allow us to change clothes on paper dolls by only touching a screen cutting these dolls the
traditional way is a great help for developing motor skills playing together also helps to develop
communication and cooperation between friends and family playing games goes hand in hand with
storytelling role playing and fantasy so everyone can treasure the time spent playing with these paper dolls as
memories full of creativity and imagination paper dolls have a long history and although inspired by antique
and vintage paper dolls dollys and friends are modern fashion dolls still most of their wardrobe pieces are
vintage fashions or period costumes while these clothes are created after research each outfit may not be
authentic for that time period although there are many costumes and designer fashions for vintage themed
books it is still best to describe them as inspired by historical periods but not exact period costumes especially
undergarments are more modern for the dolls to be used with different wardrobe choices every new outfit
from dollys and friends originals books you will get will be wearable by these original dollys collecting these
paper dolls and sharing them with children can also make fashion and history become one of their passions
paper doll fans and children of all ages can enjoy these creations anyone who is cutting out these dolls and
trying the outfits can have a great time with this entertaining activity whether they are fashion enthusiasts
history lovers paper doll collectors children or adults
Art Deco Paper Dolls 2016-07-08 talented artist norma lu meehan presents a special collection of paper dolls
depicting the influence of the art deco movement on fashion of the 20s and 30s three sophisticated deco dolls
model 25 outfits exemplifying the revolutionary cultural change that gave fashion a streamlined modern
vision designers such as coco chanel paul poiret madeleine vionnet and erte were inspired by modern artists to
create artistic apparel norma lu s superlative skill for meticulous rendering of textiles beadwork and
embroidery makes her new art deco paper doll book an historic treasure featuring authentic vintage styles
from the decorative arts museum in south bend indiana
Kate and Meghan Paper Dolls 2019-06-12 sixteen full color plates feature two dolls and a wonderful showcase
of the young royals stunning clothes and accessories by dolce gabbana alexander mcqueen jenny packham
givenchy and other designers
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